
Our Lifesaving Mission

New Research, New Treatments, New Hope

•     Fred’s Team members designate their fundraising dollars to support one of dozens of areas of cancer 
      research.

•     Fred's Team has been a major source of support for The Aubrey Fund for Pediatric Cancer Research, 
      which benefits ongoing research on childhood cancers, including--- 

      Research on acute lymphoblastic leukemia, a disease that was once fatal for nine out of ten children. 
      Today, thanks to the work being done at cancer centers such as MSKCC, the survival rate has climbed 
      to 85 percent.

      Research to develop innovative drugs and treatments that help prolong survival without debilitating side 
      effects. This includes the antibody therapy 3F8, designed to destroy the pediatric cancer, neuroblastoma, by directing 
      the immune system to attack cancer cells.

Support Fred’s Team in the Fight Against Cancer

Visit www.fredsteam.org to make a gift that makes a difference in countless lives.
      

Fred’s Team is named in honor of legendary runner Fred Lebow, a man who dared to dream of a world without 
cancer. Lebow dedicated his 1992 New York City Marathon to cancer research and called on everyone he knew to 
make donations to Memorial Sloan-Kettering.  He encouraged his fellow runners to do the same. 

Inspired by this one remarkable idea, Fred’s Team has grown to include thousands of dedicated athletes, competing 
in hundreds of events worldwide, raising millions of dollars each year. Since 1995, the team has raised more than 
$42 million to fund pioneering research that saves lives and brings hope to countless men, women, and children.

Every dollar raised by Fred’s Team members goes directly to Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, the nation’s 
preeminent center for research and treatment devoted exclusively to cancer.  Since 1884, MSKCC has led the way 
in generating new insights into the disease and has gained unequaled expertise in diagnosing and treating cancer. 
Innovative research conducted at MSKCC has led to significant contributions to new and better therapies that have 
been adopted at centers all over the world.
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